
       “Aunt Liu, I’m full”
　　Chen Guoguo put down the chopsticks, and struck a smile towards middle-aged women on the other 
side.
　　Yet, as her sight fell upon the other two empty seats, her expression became dark.
　　“I’ll go back first.”
　　And after a short silence, she spoke those words before standing up and silently heading back to her 
bedroom.
　　Middle-aged women behind the table hesitated for a second, but still reminded her to be responsible.
       “Guoguo, next year you will become a 3rd year junior, so don’t play games for too long. If it will 
influence your study, Mr. and Ms. Chen will get angry.”
　    Chen Guoguo stopped on her tracks, and while deprecatingly laughing, she spoke.
　    “Angry? They are busy making money, don’t have any time to bother with me.”
        After saying this, she felt her attitude being inappropriate, therefore she spoke once again.
　　“Aunt Liu, don’t worry. Previous exam I came as number one in my whole class! In the game I found 
myself a Big Sister, she is a Jinghua University Student and I always seek her help on my assignments, 
isn’t it wonderful?”
　　Middle-aged woman doubtfully scrunched her eyebrows, not feeling reassured.
       “In the game is also possible to study? As productive?"
       After remaining silent for a moment, she added another piece.
      “You also mustn’t sit alone in the room playing games all day, better to go out more… interact with 
your classmates. Your school is very prestigious and students’ background is very deep. Striking strong 
ties with them now will benefit your…”
　　“Were those their words?”
　  Chen Guoguo interjected, her voice gradually becoming lower.
　  “Guoguo…”
     Middle-aged women hesitated to speak-out, her silence was of enough indication.
     Chen Guoguo laughed upon herself, then spoke no more.
　 She turned her body, and returned to her room, slamming it shut,
     After looking at the closed door, middle aged women loosened her breath and quietly begun cleaning 
the table.
     In her own room, Chen Guoguo leaned upon her door, keeping her eyes tightly shut.
    “Benefit, benefit… only benefit alone is before your eyes.”
    Gathering her palms into fists, she struck the door with them.  
　“That’s…. why i hate the real world.”
     Remaining silent for a while, Chen Guoguo lifted her head up, shifting her sight on the virtual cabin at 
the corner of the bedroom.
　 Girls eyes became slightly gentler.
　 “Speaking of which… today is the second phase of closed beta test…”
     She muttered to herself, then, twisting her wrist she examined her watch.
     “There is still 10 minutes until noon.”
     Lightly exhaling, Guoguo expelled bothersome maters out of her head. She lightly pat her cheeks and 
spoke out.
     “As I recall, second closed beta test features a quest to guide the newbies.”
　 “En…the rewards are few, so I don’t plan to participate, but it’s worth to tag along for the hype.”
     “Hehe~, the expression of newbies will be a sight to behold.”
      As if thinking of something, Guoguo lightly smiled, exposing a pair of dimples. 
　  Even as she spoke, she was already changing into her teddy bear themed pajamas.
      Afterward she tied her hair up and climbed into virtual cabin, her body agilely sliding in.
　 “Launch the game - “Elven Kingdom”
      After a short blank in her consciousness, she already appeared in familiar environment.
　  [Ding!]
　  [Game connection is complete…]
　  [Discovered new update, “Elven Kingdom” 1.02]



  　[Update in progress…]
      [Ding! Update complete]
　  [Logging in…]
　  [Game ID: Little Salty Miao
　  [Heaven’s Chosen, Welcome Back!]
　  
     Following familiar system sound, Chen Guoguo found herself shift in space; shortly after appearing 
within an elegant wooden bedroom.
　 Within the bedroom, beside meticulously complete set of furniture, also appear the numerous antiques 
she acquired from the players excavating city of Florence.
     Here is her home within world of “Elven Kingdom”.
     Radiant light seeped through windows, and a clear air unique to Elven Forest dispersed through the 
surrounding, letting all her worries to vanish without a trace.　　    
     After lazily stretching herself, Guoguo sat up on her bed.
     Unlike how it’s at Bluestar, arriving here allows her to experience streams of mana coursing through 
her body, her senses becoming sharper and a feeling of an abundance of strength manifesting in her 
body.
     Being here lets her experience an another life—live an another life.
     This feeling makes Guoguo extremely happy.
     Now she is not Chen Guoguo, but Little Salty Miao.
     Softly breathing out, she examined the in-game clock.
     “Almost a nine o’clock, just right.”
     “Heya!” Guoguo jumped up from the bed, with her chest stilly rebounding.   
     Grabbing a hold of executive mage’s robes that hanged of the wall, she quickly done them.
     This is an unique on the entire sever Lower Black Iron Mage’s Robe (Legendary), she spent around a 
hundred thousand contribution points to acquire it.
     Then she brought a pair of mage’s leather boots from underneath the bed,
　 Those leather boots were also a Lower Black Iron (Legendary), only recently were they added to 
exchange options and Little Salty Meow was the one to exchange for them.
　 Just wearing those two pieces of equipment, have already made her feel pleasant sensations.
     Then, she fetched the Demon Staff from the corner of the room, acquisition of this staff brought her the 
most satisfaction out everything so far,
    A robe, boots and a staff completed entire set of Legendary graded mage’s equipment, being unique on 
the entire server. 
    What makes her the most pleased is that her acquisition of Demon Staff made leader of Nature’s Heart 
wear a green face for a long time.
    Thinking of this, makes Little Salty Meow feel gratified of her Heavenly Allowance. 
    Spending money, isn’t meant to be enjoyable?
    Moreover she only spent some of her monthly allowance to acquire all of this; this old lady is filthy rich!
　 Taking a deep breath, Little Salty Meow shook her head.  
     After shaking-off all the distracting thoughts, she pushed the door open and left.
     When she arrived into Newbie Village, it instantly attracted the others’ attention.
     “Isn’t it Little Salty Miao big shot? Good morning!”
     “Guild Leader, good morning!”
     “Morning, Sister Miao!”
     “Bigshot Sister Miao, do you lack an ornament on your thighs? The kind that can shout ‘liuliuliu~’.” 
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     The moment she stepped on the main road, innumerable players being to greet her, and Little Salty 
Meow herself smilingly returned the greetings.
     “Good Morning! Good Morning!”
     “Heheha~ Good Morrrning~”
　  “Sorry, I don’t lack ornaments.”
　  “……”



      Although it’s already a midday at Bluestar, but players already got used to reference on the in-game 
time.
      At time of Little Salty Meow arrival, there were already a plenty of players gathered.
      All of them accepted the quest to guide the new players, now they were just waiting for second closed 
beta test to start.
      Unlike the last time, new players will directly appear at Newbie Village’s main square.
      Litle Salty Meow examined her system clock.
      “They should appear soon.”
      Just as she spoke the last word, God of Nature’s Hall let out a long awaited sound.
      “Dang! Dang! Dang!…”
      Following the melodious notes, innumerable mini-arrays appeared upon the main squire. 
      With arrival of partial ripples and mana distortions, before the eyes of players appeared new thing and 
elongated forms.
      They were new ‘Elves’.
      They stood there stunned, wearing nostalgic wooden gear. 
      After a few curious looks, their expression slowly turned into one of amazement.
      Little Salty Miao corner’s of the mouth lifted up.
　  With her eyes curving into pair of half-moons and sweat smile stretched on her face, Little Salty Miao 
spoke.
     “Welcome you to the World of Sword and Magic!”


